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Highlights

	•Transcribed smartphone-collected speech recordings via automatic speech recognition

	•Utilized a deep learning topic model for identifying topics from transcriptions

	•Identified six risk topics associated with high depression symptom severity

	•Explored the contexts of topics using behavioral and linguistic characteristics




Abstract
Background
Prior research has associated spoken language use with depression, yet studies often involve small or non-clinical samples and face challenges in the manual transcription of speech. This paper aimed to automatically identify depression-related topics in speech recordings collected from clinical samples.

Methods
The data included 3919 English free-response speech recordings collected via smartphones from 265 participants with a depression history. We transcribed speech recordings via automatic speech recognition (Whisper tool, OpenAI) and identified principal topics from transcriptions using a deep learning topic model (BERTopic). To identify depression risk topics and understand the context, we compared participants' depression severity and behavioral (extracted from wearable devices) and linguistic (extracted from transcribed texts) characteristics across identified topics.

Results
From the 29 topics identified, we identified 6 risk topics for depression: ‘No Expectations’, ‘Sleep’, ‘Mental Therapy’, ‘Haircut’, ‘Studying’, and ‘Coursework’. Participants mentioning depression risk topics exhibited higher sleep variability, later sleep onset, and fewer daily steps and used fewer words, more negative language, and fewer leisure-related words in their speech recordings.

Limitations
Our findings were derived from a depressed cohort with a specific speech task, potentially limiting the generalizability to non-clinical populations or other speech tasks. Additionally, some topics had small sample sizes, necessitating further validation in larger datasets.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates that specific speech topics can indicate depression severity. The employed data-driven workflow provides a practical approach for analyzing large-scale speech data collected from real-world settings.
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Data availability
The datasets used for the present study can be made available through reasonable requests to the RADAR-CNS consortium. Please email the corresponding author for details.
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